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ASUNM leaders
defend expenses
By Cindy Schnedar
and Sam Montoya
Former and current ASUNM
leaders say that $4,275 they spent at
some of the state's posh restaurants
and bars for business lunches and
parties last year is in the nature of
their jobs and such expenditures are
neither unusual nor extravagant.
The money came from various
ASUNM expense accounts, the major ones being the president's, the
Lobby Committee's and the Popular
Entertainment Committee's. Two
parties costing more than $300 and
the costs of 138 meals for ASUNM
officials and their clients or guests
were covered by the accounts.
The expenditures were made from
August 1981 to June 1982. Many
vouchers were not explicity ite·
mized, raising the question of
whether alcoholic beverages were
purchased - a direct violation of a
policy allegedly enforced by the
SUB Business Office. An explanation of this policy could not be
obtained Monday.

A going away party for last year's
ASUNM President Mike Austin,
given at his home, took $307.26 out
of the president's expense account.
Austin said the expenditure was not
inordinate for a going away party,
adding that the 1981 farewell party
for· then ASUNM President Mario
Ortiz cost $1,500. An independent
review of such an expenditure could
not be accomplished Monday.
Austin explained that parties and
meals at restaurants are a way of
showing appreciation to ASUNM
volunteers for many hours of unpaid
work.
Expenditures from Austin's expense account neared $2,500 and its
use was unregulated. But Austin
said the money was spent in a way
consistent with the intent of th13 Student Senate who allocated the
money to him.
Use of the account for personal
items was allowable before this year
but is no longer, ASUNM President
Michael Gallegos said. He and pre·
continued on page 3

Campus conservatives
publish their viewpoint
One of the founders and managing editor of if new fortnightly, conservative newspaper on campus is a
former candidate who lost to
Michael Gallegos in last spring's
election for ASUNM President.
Randy Knapton, a 24-year-old
mechanical engineering major, is
the managing editor of The University Review of New Mexico. An
Iowa native, Knapton is a senior.
Keith Mazikowski,22, an economics major from Schaumburg, Ill.,
is its editor.
Knapton concedes his political
views do not totally fit the ultraconservaive point of view expressed
in the paper. He explained Monday

that the paper's policies are determined by majority vote of the principle editors.
In the paper's two issues to date,
several stories and Knapton's column headlined "A Call to Anns"
have been directed at alleged abuses
by Gallegos and many other present
and past ASUNM officials. Further,
many of the stories are not headlined
as an editorial, commentary or column, yet clearly voice an opinion.
Seperation of editorials and
"straight" news will likely occur in
the near future, Knapton said. Also,
since the Review is not published
daily, Knapton said he does not percontinued on page 3

Joe Cavarutta

uWAITING FOR THAT SNOW," but keeping in shape at the same time is Donald Dean, a
member of the ski team. Dean practices his cross-country technique on a pair ofroller skis. He
said he is about ready to make the transition from pavement to snow.

Balloonist quits after failure
BARRIE, Out. (UPI)- Veteran
balloonist Maxie Anderson called an
end to his record-setting career
Monday conceding failure on his
third attempt at an around-the-world
flight in a 200-foot balloon. Anderson, 48, of Albuquerque and copilot Don Ida, of Longmont, Colo.,
were forced to put down their craft
"Jules Verne" in a farmer's field off
a highway near this small community 60 miles north of Toronto.
"It's time to leave it to the next
generation," Anderson said dejectedly as he sat in the gondola of
his once-proud craft. A quarter-mile
away the air bag lay snagged against
a wooden fence, fluttering helplessly in a cold wind.
Ida said he had no plans for
another attempt.
"It's the last time for me," he
said.
The gondola was taken to a ware-

bouse in nearby Elmvale, where
Anderson and Ida spent the night. A
leak in the airbag forced Anderson to
abort his attempt to circle the world
in eight to 10 days only 17 hours
after taking off Sunday from the
Stratobowl, a natural depression in
the earth about 10 miles south of
Rapid City, S.D.
"I've tried three times. Each time
we've had a little trouble with the
balloon .. That's just a little too
much," said the 48-year-old veter~
an, who holds the record for a transAtlantic hotair balloon flight.
"I hate to quit, butljust think it's
the betterpartofwisdom, and I leave
it to the next generation to come out
to do it."
Anderson and Ida said that they
had hoped to continue their voyage
even after they noted they were losing pressure.
"Early this morning over Mione-

sota I thought we just might get to
England but then we reflected on it
and realized we were going to land
somewhere in the Atlantic," Anderson said. "If we had stayed up there,
tonight I'd have been in the
Atlantic."
The two balloonists said it became evident about 2:30 p.m. that
they had to call an end to their flight.
They issued a distress call and the
Canadian Anned Forces search and
rescue squad dispatched a small
tracker plane.
The balloon, named after the author of "Around the World in 80
Days," was then 15,000 feet over
Ontario's Bruce Peninsula off Georgian Bay. The craft descended
rapidly and had fallen to 3,200 feet
by 4 p.m. EST, officials said.
The balloon plopped down in a
farmer's field ncar Mount St. Louis,
continued on page 3

First in-state presidential finalist
addresses technological advances
The negative side of technological development must be considered,
and a university provides a place
where the results of technological
and non-technological development
can be seen, he said.
He said a university must consider
how it can use community resources
and research to meet the needs of the
community. To some extent, UNM
has not used all of its available resources, he added.
Mercm·e said the first community
need a university should serve is
"providing quality education with
the best possible faculty and the best
possible educational methods."
"This state has multi-cultural
characteristics,'' Mercure said.
''But more than characteristiCs, they
are resources. The multi-cultural resources in this state should be used
as resources."
He said the United States has
generally ignored Latin-American
countries, thinking of them only as
locations for crude res<Jurces, and
has missed out on a large exchange

By Craig Chrissinger
Alex Mercure, the first in-state
UNM presidential finalist to speak
to the public, said Monday that no
matter what level of education ex·
ists, individuals mu!lt guard against
education or society becoming obsolete in the face of rapidly expanding
technology.
"There arc developments taking
place that make a university critically more important than before,"
Mercure told an audience of about
100 people in Rodcy Theatre.
''Technology is proceeding at an
enormous rate. Today's technology
may be inadequate in just a few
years.
"Our investment in research is
declining. We are beginning td see
the results of this decline. We have
not yet paid the full price.''
Mercure, 51, former UNM vice
president for Regional and ComNEW MEXICAN: Alex Mercure, the 'tirst in·stete candidate for munity Affairs, said technology is a
tbe UNM presidency, warns the audience at Rodey Theater two-way street that has potential for
bad as well as good.
that education may become obsolete.
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of infonnation.
''A model of cooperation between an institution of higher education and another country could be
beneficial to all of us,'' he said.
He said energy must be expanded
by both the faculty and administra~
tors in making decisions.
"There is a greater efficiency of
decisions when full consultation is
used instead of viewing decisions as
the Ten Commandments," Mercure
said. He drew laughter when he
added, "And we all know how well
we follow the Ten Command~
ments.''
Students and faculty have a vested
interest in the quality of decisions,
he said.
"I suspect that many students in
this university would rather be
somewhere else,'' Mercure said.
"This is the only game in town. The
General College is a good response
to those with inadequate preparation
for university education. But if we
are going to improve teaching and
continued on page 3
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Attorney for Delorean
attacks upropaganda''
LOS. ANGELES - John DcLorean 's attorney accused the
government Monday of outrageous conduct in generating
"progaganda" against the auto
tycoon, accused of financing a
$24 million cocaine deal.
DeLorean, who is free on $10
million bail, was arraigned before U.S. Magistrate Joseph
Reichmann on federal drug
charges and ordered to enter his
plea later in the day before U.S.
District Judge Robert Takasugi.
After DcLorean and two codefendants enter their pleas to a
gmnd jury indictment, the case
will be assigned to a judge and a
trial date will be set.
Attorney Seth Hufstcdlc1', the
newest member of DcLorcan's
defense team, said outside court
his client would plead innocent to
all nine counts of possessing
cocaine for sale, interstate travel
and communication for narcotics
trafficking and aid to racketeering.
During his arraignment, DcLorean sat in the courtroom chatting and sometimes laughing
with his wife, model Cristina
Ferrare.
Hufstedler said he planned to

file motions protesting the government's "outrageous conduct" in the case.
''Bear in mind, much of what
you see and read is propaganda
from the prosecution," he said,
"It is not a fair appraisal of what
occurred. There's a procedure by
which outrageous conduct by the
government can be attacked, and
we propose to file appropriate
motions to do so."
A spokesm;m for U.S. Attorney Stephen Trott said the government's policy was not to comment on the case at all.
Hufstedler, husband of Shirley
Hufstedler, a former federal
judge who headed the Department of Education under President Carter, said DeLorean was
convinced he would be acquitted
of the char,11.es.
Legal troubles appear to be
multiplying for the multimillionaire creator of the gleaming,
stainless-steel, gull-wing car that
bears his name.
Automotive News in Detroit
reported the IRS suspected DeLorean of possible tax fraud and
had broadened its investigation
from routine tax. audits of his
financing arrangements.
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WASHINGTON - The nuclear
power industry Monday charged
that Americans were needlessly
frightened by recent news reports
about the consequences of an unlikely "worst-case" nuclear reactor
accident.
Two industry organizations took
out full-page advertisements in
Monday's editions of The New York
Times, The Washington Post and
The Wall Street Journal to counter
what they called "sensational and
inaccurate press coverage" of a
safety study done for the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
The Atomic Industrial Forum, a
trade association, and The Edison
Electric Institute, representing private utility companies, said the
study by Sandia National Laboratories of Albuquerque showed there
was only a "one-in-a-billion chance
per year of very severe casualties
and property damage" from a nuclear accident.
"That's about as absurd as worrying about the consequences from
the collapse of New York's World

Trade Center towers or the massive
Grand Coulee Dam in Washington
state," the advertisements said.
Sandia did not release the worstcase scenarios in its report to the
NRC. But Rep. Edward Markey, DMass., passed the information to
The Washington Post. Sandia said
subsequent news accounts mistakenly reported there was a two percent chance for such an accident before the end of the century.
The industry organizations
charged Markey with circulating
''irrelevant worst-case calculations" of what would happen in a
nuclear accident.
No one disputed the assertions in
the Post story that such an unlikely,
worst-case accident could kill more
than 100,000 people if it occurred at
the Salem, N.J., nuclear plant, or
cause more than $300 billion in
damages if it occurred at the Indian
Point No. 3 reactor 25 miles north of
New York City.
Markey said the. information he
made available "dealt only with

consequences,'' not with the chance
of such an accident.
He accused the nuclear industry
of "insinuating that it knows best
what the public should be told,"
adding that the figures "are the most
accurate to date, and no amount of
propaganda can hide the fact that a
nuclear accident could be a catastrophe."

CARLSBAD, N.M.- A district
judge who recen!IY sentence.d a
woman to college mstcad of pnson
came up with a .novel idea Monday
-to transport a jury on a I 50-mile
round trip daily rather than change
the venue of an upcoming murder
trial.

evening,
He said the bus will not leave Roswell until at least 8 a.m. daily, and
the trial will start about 9:30a.m. at
Carlsbad. He said the jurors would
either be returned after a 4 p.m. recess each day, or they could stay in
Carlsbad without sequestration.
Worley is charged with first degree murder and first:dcgree criminal sexual penetration in the slaying
of Carlsbad teenager Nancy Mitchell. He is one of several defendants
in the case.
It has been speculated that . as
many as 80 people might be called to
testify during the course of the trial.
And Fort said Monday, •'The logistics- scare the hell out of me."
Under his plan, Fort said jurors
could be bused comfortably each

Elect

Tuesday's Feature
the 1954 Army-McCarthy hearings
SUB Theatrtl • SUB/Lower Level/South Entn~nce
Und•rgracluat.a $2.00 Graduatea!Non·atudents $2.50

"It's a novel idea. It's never been
tried before. This solution only
works in this particular situation,"
Fort said. "It's one of the stupid
things I came up with. I say 'stupid,'
because if I didn't think of these
things, I'd probably be a Jot better
off."

HAPPY
HOUR

Ballot position # 16
ASUNM
Senate
pfbtctedw

7:00, 9:00

i

HARRY'S PLACE

Devin Warwick

Point of Order

Coor's Pitcher $2.00
Herman Joseph's $2.50
Pizza & Coors $1.25
Beer purch11e with meal only

VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢
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music business and "that was normal procedure" in discussing possible show contracts.
"I let the record stand for myself," Griffin said, citing the 22
shows PEC brought to UNM last
year added up to more shows than
those brought to UNM in the three
previous years. PEC ran a $40,000
deficit during the last student government fiscal year.
Gallegos, last year's ASUNM
Lobby Committee Chairman, said
the $2,500 lobby committee expense account expenditures last year
are justified considering the results.
Passage by the state legislature of

Some ASUNM officials are unwilling to respond to questions
poised by the paper's reporters.
The paper describes itself as "The
Conservative Voice of the Southwest,'' and is patterned after other
conservative college newspapers,
such as. TM Dartmouth Review.

learning here, we must improve the
educational experience outside the
University."
He said it is false that athletics are
vitally important to the life of a university, but it would be ''the height
of stupidity to suggest that UNM get
out of athletics.
"Athletics should not interfere
with the institution's academic mission," Mercure said. "Universities
should help build up skills that
athletes can present in addition to
their athletic skills. We should have
a top-rate athletic program from top
to bottom, including academics."
Mercure also met in closed question-and-answer sessions with
several campus groups.
Mercure, the fourth of six presidential finalists to visit UNM, is
president of Mercure Telecommunications, an Albuquerque cable
television firm. He was vice presi-

u

N

F. Buckley, Jr. and local Republican
leaders Corky Morris and Hal Stratton are contributing editors.
The paper's existence is made
possible by donations from private

businesses and foundations and
through advertising revenues. The
last issue, published election day,
contained ads for several Republican, but no Democratic, candidates.

University Review of New Mexico,

Conservative, nationally syndicated newspaper columnist William

The pilots had estimated they •
would have had to endure temperatures as low as minus 60 degrees ' Announcements In Lip Service will be run the. day
outside and minus-20 degrees inside before the event and the day of the event on a space
basis. Lip Ser}!/ce /J available to all UNM
the gondola. They wore specially ava/labl_e
nrm~projil organizations. Forms for Lip Strvke am
designed foam insulated clothing.
be picked-up In Marron Hall. roomlJBand must be
The two had expected to cross turned In by 2 p.m. the day prior to pUblication,
Montreal by nightfall, then re-enter Today's Events
tbe United States Monday night in
The UNM SkydMng Club wUI hold its weeki)'
upstate New York, heading toward
meeting (ll 7 p.m~ today in the SUB, room 231·8.
New England. Officials had ex- Open to the public.
pected they would cross Maine,
The Sanc:IUII')' A.A. Croup will have an AA
bead up to Nova Scotia and then discussion
meetins for alcoholics .only at 12 noon
tackle the Atlantic Ocean by dawn toda~· at tile Newman Center, IIU SLas Lomas NE,
Tuesday.
Campus Crusade lor Christ meets at 7 p.m.
The craft had been expected to Tuesdays at the North Campus Basic Medical
cross England, then begin passing Sciences Building, next to lhe Medical Library, room
over continental Europe before tak- 201. Newcomers are welcome.
A Do,.nhlll Skl Cllnle will be held from 3:30p.m.
ing an undetermined route back to
to 6:30p.m. today in Johnson Gym, room 1,4. 'rhls
the United States.
is being offered as a part of the UNM Jntrarnural

Finalist continued from page

s

a new, conservative newspaper on
the UNM campus.

regional meetings about once a
month. A recent meeting was convened in Washington, D.C. and future meetings .have been slated for
New York City and Las Vegas,
Nevada.
"I cannot exist on a $1,000 expense account,'' Gallegos said,
adding that he is trying to get ASAto
pick up some of his traveling expenses incurred while attending
ASA meetings.
The figures on various expenditures were brought to print in The

continued from page 1 - - - - - -

about 10 miles north of Barrie,
Ontario, at 4:30 p.m.
Anderson said the balloon had
ripped "just as we touched down.
We set it adrift. Otherwise it would
have dragged us along.''
Ida added, "I think there must
have been a hole in the balloon that
we didn't see. We were shipping
overboard 134 pounds per hour in
order to maintain our flight level.
There must have been some leakage
somewhere."
Anderson and Ida made two prior
attempts to circle the world in a balloon. They launched from Egypt in
February 1981, but developed a
leak. They relaunched from India in
December 1981.

A

a $1 million work-study bill and the
lowest tuition increase in more than
seven years were examples Gallegos
cited in justifying the expenditures.
Business lunches at fine restaurants is part of lobbying, Gallegos said, adding that it is sometimes
"much more appropriate to do business in a relaxed atmosphere,"
Gallegos has a $1,000 presidential expense account this year, but is
afforded additional funds from the
lobby committee's expense account
for traveling and per diem expenses.
As a member of the American
Student Association Board of Directors, Gallegos attends national and

continued from page 1

ceive any local paper as being its
competition.
Specifically, Knapton, in part,
wrote in his recent column: "The
ASUNM Senate has refused to ever
put any form of control over expense
account spending by the executive
branch and apparently our 'trusted'
officials have taken that to mean
'whatever they damn well feel like is
just fine by them.'

The conseqenccs would depend
on meteorological conditions,
whether people could be evacuated
in time and where the plant is located.

day and could be allowed to go home
each night without being subjected
to publicity.
He said if a problem develops, he
would dismiss the Roswell jury and
pick a new jury in Carlsbad.
Mindful of the controversy he
provoked by sentencing the young
woman to college recently, Fort said
he had come up with the idea to
import a jury for the Worley trial
about 4 a.m. Monday.

vious ASUNM presidents used the
account for such items as clothing.
A party for Popular Entertainment
Committee volunteers at New Chinatown Restaurant on Oct. 10, 1981
cost $437. Austin said the party W&s
to thank the 15 to 20 volunteers who
had been working up to 40 hours a
week to bring concerts and shows to
UNM.
Last year's PEC Chairman David
Griffin said the event was a farewell
party for then outgoing P.EC Chairman R .J. Laino, and Griffin had nothing to do with it. Griffin said the
lunches he put on PEC's expense
account were with members of the

Conservatives

Sandia said a "proper interpretation" of its report would indicate
"the chance of experiencing such
extreme consequences is very small
-(about once in a hundred million
years of reactor operation,)"
But Steve Sholly of the Union of
Concerned Scientists said a document prepar~d in May 1981 for the
NRC by Brookhaven National
Laboratories shows there is a 2 percent chance by the end of the century
of a worst-case release of radioactive materials from a plant.

Jury to be transported in murder case

ASUNM Film Committee presents

S
*

,,,,'

Nuclear Groups Dispute Claim

District Judge Harvey Fort said
both the prosecution and defense in
the upcoming first-degree murder
trial of Curtis Worley had agreed to
the unusual plan to bring a jury made
up of Roswell residents to Carlsbad
each day to hear the case.
Accordingly, Fort said jury selection forthe Worley trial will begin in
Roswell on Nov. 16. He said the
panel will be bused the 76 . miles
from Roswell to Carlsbad each day,
and will be returned home each

FOR

AS UN M continued from page 7 --------~----------------------
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dent at UNM from 1974to 1977 and
president of New MexicoTechnicaiVocationallnstitute at El Rito from
1971 to 1974.
In addition, he served as assistant
secretary of agriculture for rural development from 1977 to 1980 under
the Carter administration.
Provost McAllister Hull Jr. will
speak Friday and AI Utton, UNM
professor of international and resources law, will speak Nov. 15.
Both public forums are set for noon
in Rodey Theatre.
Donald Langenberg, deputy
director of the National Science
Foundation; John Prucha, vice chancellor for academic affairs at Syracuse University; and Paul Rosenblatt, professor of English and former
dean of the College of Liberal Arts at
the University of Arizona, addressed public forums during the last
four weeks.
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Re-elect

Eugene Moffett
ASUNM Sen-ate

Program.

Anoreda Ncl'\'os• and Bullmla SclfaHclp Group

will meet from 7 p.m.!o9 p.m. today at the Women's
Ct!n1cr.

A Malh C(Jnlldcnte Worbhop wJ11 be held from
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. today in the University Skllls
Cenier, third floor, Zimmerman Libra.rj.
Trallblaur; will meet at 4 p.m. ioday in the Alumni

Center, _1812 Las Lomas NE,

Wednesday's Events
The Theology for Lunch Strits will present Alex

Quenk who will speak nbout HJung and R.ells!on"
from lZn90n to l p.m. Wednesday in the. SUB, room

253,

-,... Cltdlac Pulmonary RtsWtSIIallon CIIMJ will be
held fromS p.m. lo 9 p,m, Wednesda)'in lheStudent
Health Center. Reslstration is required.

The Sufi Dante Club will meet from 7;30 p,m, to
9:30p.m. Wednesday In the SUB •.room 253, The club
c:oncentrntes specificallly on simple songs and dances
from the major devotional traditions or the world
designed to promote peace and unity amOng the
dnncers, No prc\·ious uperlence necessary. More
Jnformation.is available al243·6091 or268·S74].
The Spanl1h Club meets at 3 p.m. Wednesday& In
the Jnternat'ionaJ Center..

Tbe Lttblln Support Club will meet at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday In the Women's Center. downstairs.
Newcomers are welcome.

The Miliwdl Muwum ol AnthropoloiY will
present Marilee Schmit, Program Specialist at the
Latin American lnsthute anlf a graduate ~tudcntln

the UNM Department or Anthropology, who will
discuss available fellowships and grants coordinated
by the Latin Amedcan Institute at a brown bagJuncb
from 12 noon lo I .p.m. Wednesday at the Maxwell

ocnce, second nooroftheSUB,

Musct.~m.

The Ntlivt American Sludeat ServiCes will sponsor
Navajo School Vi~itations /rom I p.m. to 4 p.m.
toda~·, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday and 9 a.m. to 12
noon iht1rsdav at the Nalive American Studies

deadline for ballots for club ortieers to S p.m.
Wednesday. The resulti -will be announced 11 meeting
at6 p.m, WednesdilyTn the Honors Center.

The PmldenUaJ Stholan Club has extended tile

Elect

\

Didra Franco
ASUNM Senate
Ballot po$ition # 20
pfbfctedf

Information Meeting
for All Students Interested
in learning a bout the

UNM
SUMMER SESSIONS
IN SPAIN AND
MEXICO
meet faculty program director &
students from last year.

Wednesday November 10
7:30pm
International Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.

Ballot position # 7

F11r more clt•tails t·ontad International
l'ro)4rams and St•nict•s, 1717 J\olll:t 1\E.
2 ii -40:32
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Editorial

Letters

No repeat of absurd election I magic show

Bikers need basic driving skills r - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Editor:

Just when you thought the
election rhetoric was over, it has
started up again.
Tomorrow the Associated Students of the University of New
Mexico will elect 12 new senators to the student body government.
We can only hope this election
is not the absurd fiasco the last
ASUNM election was. For those
who have blocked it out of their
memories, a refresher of the
1982 Spring ASUNM Election/
Magic Show is at hand:
-ballot boxes seemed to
simply float from one station to
another;
--Leftover, unused ballots disappeared with the greatest of
ease;

-every scrap of election
materials was mysteriously
whisked away by an invisible
hand, never to be seen again.
The result of this magic show
was the invalidation of the election and the subsequent comedy
show by the regents who upheld
the invalidated election results,
apparently oblivious to the magnificent magic tricks.
If we can believe this year's
Election Commission any more
than last year''> commission, the
plan is to have a squeaky-clean
election with squeaky-clean resu Its, all with the help of a revised, improved Election Code.
A Blue Ribbon Task Force recently changed several points in
the code. Among them are:

-lowered campaign expenditure limitations;
-16-day advance publication
of ballot box locations (not to be
changed, it is hoped, on the day
of the election without any prior
approval. Don't snicker- it's
happened before);
-provision for the accounting
of leftover, unused ballots;
-safeguarding of the ballot
box and its contents after the
election.
These measures are worthy
attempts to shape up the University's student elections. But
there are always loopholes that
the really sharp can discover and
use to their advantage.
It's too bad the words
"squeaky-clean" and "politics"

are never heard of together, because in this election some sincere ca.ndidates are pursuing
honest mterests.
It would be adviseable to read
about the candidates' stands on
issues, whether it be in a handout, a flyer or a newspaper. The
choice becomes quite clear as to
who is sincere and has the best
interests of student government
at heart.

I wish to clear, up some statements attributed to me in a recent (Nov, 4) article on bicycling:
1. I did not say that bicycle riders needed to be "informed about the importance of bike safety." I said that they l'leeded to
learn vehicular driving skills.
Safety is only one aspect of such
skills.
2. To the best of my knowledge, the national rate of bicycl-

And this to the elections commission: magic shows are for
children. Let's not have another
one this time.

the Daily Lobo will publish its
senatorial candidate endorsements Wednesday.

Editor:

Mob rule appears to have won at UNM

"Minorities" have o u !schemed everybody in getting
''most favored status" for them·
selves. Future generations may
look back on ours as the era of

injustice. The moment "minorities" are named in the law, justice has !lOne out the window.
We need a new constitutional
amendment banning government from taking notice of white,
brown, big, little, smart, dumb or
other synthetic division. The law
should have blinders on both
eyes and a scales out front
weighing individual merit. This
new nation was brought forth
upon this continent dedicated to
the proposition that all men are
created equal.
One "minority" leader said his
people made low grades be-

cause nobody "gave" them the
tools to learn. Nobody else was
given anything either. When a
person wants to move ahead, he
doesn't wait to be given something. None of us has any "right"
to anything but struggle. Accomplishment is in spite of lack.
Nobody gave anything to Ludwig Beethoven, the poor boy
from Holland. He couldn't get
into Julliard School of Music, but
today they study himl his symphonies were in written in spite
of lack. He sought no gift other
than to give his gift to the world.
It's unfair to lump together all

DOONESBURY
H&'SA 8/G
C/1/?. EX£CUTIV& t1HJ GOT

WHATII Uftf H& HAP, PIJCKS! A
GOI.a:N !3{J'I AT 6.M., 7/IRE/3
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C'Jlf. COMPANY/ 5tJM£/J0l71 0/JGHT
W MAKe A mvte OF1115 SllY<.Y.
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peoples from northern Europe
and call them "whites." Other
"minorities" are distinguished
separately and not generalized
as ''browns," It never occurred to

us Scandinavians to demand our
"rights." Up with Danes! Down
with dominant culture!
Dale Danielson

Dignitaries here of own accord
oft he federal government and as
such is not usually subject to the
I wish to respond to David whims of any political party. The
Gomez's letter of Nov. 1, which space shuttle landed here beimplied that the Republicans cause the landing site in Califor·
brought the space shuttle, Prince nia was unsafe. Period. Prince
Charles and Ronald Reagan to Charles is potentially the head of
New Mexico. First, the National state ofthe United Kingdom and
Aeronautics and Space Adminis- is also not under the sway of
tration is an independent agency American politicians. He was
here to dedicate the World College of the American West.
Period. The only reason Ronald
by Garry Trudeau Reagan came here was to stump
for a losing Republican ticket.
The Democrats can take credit
for that, I suppose, since they
scared the president enough to
have him try to salvage his party
out here.
Is this what the Republican
party is all about- no bread,
just circuses? That's a hell of a
reason to vote for them. I sure
didn't.

Editor:

Steve Shoup
NEW MEXICO

Daily Lobo
Vol. 87
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3. No statistics show that accident rates are highest on streets
with high-speed traffic. I never
made such a statement. In fact,
by far the largest number of
bicycling accidents occurs on residential streets.

4. Though straight riding,
proper lateral movement ana
correct lane positioning (not
necessarily always "one-third of
the way into the lane") are im·
portant, I never said that these
would prevent over 50 percent of
the accidents. I did state, however, that cycling instruction, wearing helmets, and proper lighting
would prevent over 50 percent of
the accidents.

Reader chastised. for •"lll"teracy
Editor:
It is apparent that at least
one of your readers(??) is not
fully literate or at least
choo.ses to have read to him
only those scribblings which
appear to support his arguments in favor of perversion.
Perhaps Mr. Cox could con-

tact an erudite (fr. Latin eruditus) person and have read to
him Genesis 19:1-11, Romans
1:24-32, and Corinthians 6:9·
10.1 submitthatthe dictionary
definition of "bamboozle"
l:!etter fits Mr. Cox than modern Christians.
Mary Smith

Robert E. Tapscott

Palestinians, Jews
possess honest
homeland devotion

Letters
Editor:
Mob rule appears to have won
at the University. An institution
of higher education became a
brawling house of lower learning. Free exchange of ideas was
forbidden once the dominant
culture was displeased,
The ''minorities," who make a
majority, did not believe in freedom of speech or of the press
unless it gave a public image to
themselves which they liked.

ing fatalities was not. the hl'ghest
ever last year. In fact, the total
rate has been falling. The percen·
t~ge of fatalities occurring at
mght was the highest ever last
year, and that is what I stated.

Mr. Assed's recent comments
concerning Zionism attack his·
torical claims of Jews to Pales·
tine, and, in fact, suggest that
European Jews, as opposed to
Arabs, are not descendants of
the biblical patriarchs. Such
thinking reminds me very much
of statements made by Golda
Meir 12 years ago or so denying
the existence of a Palestinian
people; both common views are
irrelevant and hinder the resolution of a conflict between parties '
and claims that each deserve respect.
Regardless of the historical or
biblical "validity" of Jewish
claims to Israel, millions of Jews
have made their lives in and, for
that matter, lost their lives for
that country. To. many millions
more, Israel is an inexorable part
of their identities, for which great
commitments are made. To
these Jews, the right of a Jewish
state in Israel is not a debate on
history, it's a very real, personal
truth. They don't count generations; one (theirs) is enough.

T£MP£RANC£

·
THE
TAROT
DIVINES
THE
MYSTERY
OF
THE
FUTURE.
ENERGY
ANSWERS
AREN'T
ALWAYS
FOUND
IN
THE
CARDS.

I would add that the devotion
of millions of Palestinians to a
homeland in Palestine is also
very real, regardless of past
analyses by Israel officials on the
lack of a valid basis for any
claims.
It's going to be hard for sincere
people to find a just solution to
this political dilemma without
trying to debate who is a Jew or a
Palestinian and how recently or
how far back their love of Pales·
tine goes. Some constructive
give-and-take will go lots further.
Rafael Harpaz
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UNM Skydiving Club
presents

Diverse talents highlight
state arts and crafts fair
By Darrell J. Pehr
Travels along a lane Uned with
cozy wood and adobe housefronts
lead to visits with squatty cloth
monks and Vikings with beady eyes
and bulbous noses. Nearby, brazen
two-foot-high locomotives sport
flashy brass smokestacks beside
stark serigraphs of abstract south·
west landscapes and sinewy twisted
sculptures of ash, oak and hickory.
These are creations from the im·
aginations of artists who exhibited
their work last weekend at the
Southwest Arts and Crafts Festival.
According to Betty Ostrower,
founder and president of the event,
"The festival displayed the work of
artists from New Mexico and 16
other states ranging from California
to Maine. The exhibitors were
MINIATURE housefronts by Tim Prytherro were exhibited this chosen from over 600 applicants."
weekend at the Southwest Arts and Crafts Fair at the State The exhibitions, she said, covered a
Fairgrounds.
variety of artforms.
-·---Miniature stores and housefronts
are made using actual adobe according to local artist Tim Prythero.
Prythero says he works each piece
Elect
up from a wood or foam base. He
A
then adds intricate details such as
E
tiny wooden sidewalks and strings
N
ofred chile that give each piece exu
treme realism. Prythero says he gets
A
N
his ideas for his creations directly
T
M
from his imal(ination.
E
,_,._.,

•·-~-

s

Peterson, her serigraphs are printed
in limited editions and are exhibited
in galleries across the southwest.
Ash, oak and hickory wood tre·
ated with ammonia gas, then bent
into bizarre shapes form local artist
Peter Bilan 's "Kinetic Sculptures."
Bilan says some of his sculptures are
done spontaneously and some arc

fashioned following studies drawn
beforehand. Bilan says he works
with a sculpture "until it looks
right."
Ostrower said the event is held the
first weekend in November every
year except election year, as this
year, when the festival is moved to
the second weekend in November.

Now that we are in the wake of the
seventh week of the professional
football players' strike, it is time we
forgot that overglorified reminisc·
ence of the old gladiator days - it
is time we forgot the clashing of
helmets and the overstructured
attacks that ruined many a marriage
and caused many a beer-gut. Pro
football is simply, not what it's all
cracked up to be.

Maldonado

Pd. for by comm. to elect FM

Position # 14

FREE FILMS
Tuesday 3:30pm Woodward Halll49

Two classic
government documentaries:

"Power and the Land"
(1945)

"A Tuesday in· November"
(1945)
JliJms open to
nil students, faculty and staff of UN.\1

Sports Editor's note: New Mexico Daily Lobo Arts Editor Eddie
Tafoya is tlte guest columnist in this
week's Sports Today By Steve
King.

It is now time for America to readjust her values.

s

Frances

With great athletes in NBA,
Why no network coverage?

By Eddie Tafoya

r

Hand stitched monks and Vikings
represent "soft sculpture'', an
artform by artist Sue McQueen of
Farmington, New Mexico.
McQueen says all her creations have
names such as "Knud'' the Viking
and "Sebastian" the monk.
"One man's junk is another
man's treasure," says artist Sonny
Dalton of Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Dalton's creations are formed from
objects he finds in junk yards and
trash heaps. His knee-high locomotives, for example, are made of parts
of musical instruments, car parts and
door handles.
To •'portray the often stark beauty
of the Southwest landscape Darrel Pehr
sometimes with figurative elements,
CAR
PARTS,
door
handles
and
pieces
of
musical
instruments
and at times totally abstract," is the
basic theme of local artist Gwen were salvaged by Sonny Dalton of Kalamazoo, Mich., for the
Peterson's serigraphs. According to construction of this knee-high locomotive.

And it's time that the sports media
opened their eyes and took a look at
the National Basketball Association. It is time that more than half of
the NBA season was covered and it
is time that we saw teams other than
the Lakers, the 76ers, and the Cel·
tics on the few games that are aired.
· Basketball is the complct~ sport;·

In no other human activity (outside against agility. This is the zenith of
of running from a tribe of angry can- athletic achievement.
nibals), is there such a demand for
Brent Musberger, Dandy Don,
physical excellence. Size, quick- and even the wet-lipped mass of putness, agility, strength, teamwork, rid verbosity called Howard
instinct, the right genetic makeup, Cosell - along with all their coland impeccable hand-eye coordina· leagues - should take a look at the
tion - all bound together with the sculpture behind Kareem's sky!llue of instant intelligence - are hook; and they should take a look at
the demands to be met by the least of the lightning quick passing and pre·
the NBA players.
cision involved in a Milwaukee
Yet, even when the armchair Bucks' fast break; or the individual
athlete's world has been as injured training, talent and composure in·
as it has been by the football strike, valved in a World B. Free thirty-foot
ABC, CBS, and NBC choose to jump shot. Or how about a fast Eddie
ignore professional basketball Johnson steal or the grace and beauinstead we get a barrage of re- ty of the Coop-a-loop?
frigerator carrying contests or egos
This is the real sport. This is the
pitted against money in the superstar complete sport, and in an age when
competitions - or else we get a greatness of all kinds has reached
host of other unimaginable non- pinnacles that were mere reverie fif.
sports.
ty years ago, the greatness at present
is the best in history. Marques John·
C'mon, networks, open your son, Dr. J, and Kareem, although
eyes. The networks ignoring Julius they arc probably the prime examErving's choreographed lay-ups, or ples of this greatness, only headline
Jamaal Wilkes' jumpshot, or48 mi· a long list of others who are very
nutes of defense, scoring, and play- comparable. Yet this weekend, the
making by complete players like second weekend of the NBA season,
Sidney Moncrief and Larry Bird, is there were no games scheduled for
an affront to those of us who consid· free television.
er this merger of physical excellWhen the unannounced arrival of
ence, intelligence, and aesthetics the Bucks vs. the Sanies graced CBS
among the most valuable phe· on Sunday, we saw a sampling of the
nomen a our culture has to offer.
finesse that pulsates through the
NBA. It is beyond me how CBS can
When all the demands on the worry about a football strike, and
NBA basketball court are met, we casually toss a Bucks' game in at the
see great athletes. When George last minute.
Gervin takes an inside step, fakes
It is time we saw more of these
left, drives around Dennis Johnson athletes. It is time their talents, diciand takes the ball to the hoop, bas- pline and dedication was appreciketball is elevated to a plateau high ated. It is time the major networks
above what football could ever stopped ignoring the eminence of
reach. This is man against man. the National Basketball Associa·
Quickness against strength; Brains tion.

-~~------~----

~~Belle''

tolls with complexity

By Eddie Tafoya
For only 51 O.OOperyearyoucanscnd the Daily
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That
means all75 papers published in semester I, all
7~ papers published in semester II, and even all
nmc papers published during the summer ses·
~ion ;-viii be mailed the day they arc published.
That s 157 newspapers delivered homcforonly
$10.00.

Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (nn Redondo Dr. between
the .i~urnalism and biology buildings) any
hmc from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through .Friday or mail it to UNM
Box 20, Alb. N.M, 87131

The Belle of Amherst is presently
showing at the Baril Dinner
Theatre. This one-woman show
stars Bee Vary as Emily Dickenson,
and is directed by George Luce. Tlte
show runs through Sunday
The poetess Emily Dickinson re·
surrects during the Bam Dinner
Theatre's version of William Luce's
The Belle ofAmherst, and although
this is not an electrifying evening of
theatre, and by no means a flawless
production, Bee Vary's perform·
ance and Luce's script work well
with the explosions of the simple
and poignantjuxtapostition of Dick·
enson's words.
Visually, and initially, Emily
appears not as the stereotypical
poetess, but as the stereotypical
aunt. When she first runs out on
stage she is the epitome of the New
England apple pie baker. Radiant
smile. Simple white dress. Haimet.
Nun shoes.
She then extends the image by
offering pieces of her beloved black
cake to members of the audience.
Ah, the black cake (and she'll
give you the recipe) - it is only the
bcgining ~- the rest of the evening

is filled with apostrophes, anecdotes, and poems, all which add
dimension and definition to the vision of that prim and proper New
England recluse.
Vary makes excellent use of the
stage as she give the audience the
feeling that the stage is "her turf,"
and she runs on and runs off as if she
wouldbenotbecomfortablewithout
that stage/audience separation. This
is a nice echo by Which to remember
Dickinson's own reclusive life in
Amherst.
The soul selects her own society ~
then - shuts the door.
But Emily Elizabeth Dickinson
was not a merely a fun-loving aunt.
Luce's script remembers her as philosopher and philanthropist, and
half the time the words do not seem
to fit witb the body they are coming
out of.
Dialogue merges with poetry as
Emily lets theaudienceinon several
secret intimacies of the New England spinster; some words occasionally burst through the surface, as
if a song
Wild nights- Wild nights!
Were !with thee...
Rowing in Ede11 Ah, the Seal
Might I but moor- To11ighl -

In Thee!
Who cannot be taken by such a loveJy incongruity?
The pacing in the first act might be
a little too fast, and even though it is
indicitive of the subject's willingness to give, there is still a rather
long wait for her more meditative
moments.
A great amount of the complex
Dickinson is revealed through this
two-hour monologue, and her
approach to religion, her views on
death, and her more obscure aspects
are nicely textured by the backdrop
of her grassroots life style,
The one most consistent and binding thread in this play is the audio
allusion to one of the most popular
Dickinson death poems.
Three times through the course of
the evening does Emily hear a earriage outside her door.
Because I could not stop for death
He kindly stopped for meThe Carriage held but just
Ourselves .;.....
And Immortality
The Belle of Amherst, as Dickinson's poetry, might bore some peapic, but it is a must-see, in one form
or another (not necessarily this pro"
duction)for anybody who is the least
bit of a11 Emily Dickinson fan.

SLIDES
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Everyone is Welcome!
Congratulations to raffle winner

Michael Graham
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BYU win keeps Lobes in limboland
By Steve King
the Brigham Young University
Cougars continue to hang tough in
their quest for the Western Athletic
Conference football crown. The
mighty Cougars beat the University
of Wyoming, 23·13 Saturday. to
advance their record to 5-1 in the
WAC.
The University of New Mexico is
sitting in limbo at the present time
because BYU holds all the cards.
The Lobos are 4-1 in conference
play thanks to a 31·18 win over.~
.University of Texas•El Paso; ·Satur•

day night at the Sun Bowl.
UNM head coach Joe Morrison,
feels that "someone will have to
sneak up on" .BYU, while his Lobos
continue their torrid pace, The 1982
Lobos finished their road campaign
with a clean 5-0 record and is now
among the top five all·time winning
teams in UNM history with an 8·1
overall.
BYU and UNM each have two
games remaining, but the Cougars
will have eight WAC games under
their belts compared to seven for
UNM. Therefore, the Lobos must
beat Colorado State University and

the University of Hawaii, and pray
that either San Diego State University or the University of Utah can get
to BYU quarterback Steve Young
and stop the number three offensive
team in the nation.
In other WAC action Saturday;
.Hawaii was knocked out of the race
by San. Diego State, as the Aztecs
grabbed a come-from"behind 31-28
win over the Rainbows on the is·
lands. Air Force stopped Army, 279, Utah clobbered Utah State, 4210, and Nevada·Las Vegas outlasted
Go lorado State· 36·3 t.
' ·
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CRAFTSMAN CHAINSAW $329, new. Used Ove
times $180, 255-9037.
ll/1 5
BESSELER 23C ENLAIIGEn with 50 mm Nlkon
lens. Assoned trays, etc. 266-0022 or831·1624. I !liS
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before politics!"
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cnuurscs Ju1e Campos for Scnntor. Get out and vote
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11110
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Vtsu, Mastercard, wnh no qedil the~k. Other cards
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W~; WIU, REPAIR your pnrkn, sleeping bag, pack
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DIG ('llt:t;st: KELI,Y, Hnppy Birthday! Best wishes
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away... Love from the "ciRSsy" ad man, the Night
()wl. Hoot !toot.
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1 I<IVCI, P.O. !lux 113R7, St. IOUII, Mo. fll105. 11/9
l'ASSI'ORT; IIH:Nllfl('I\TION PHOTOS. Fast,
incx(lcn•l\·c, plca1lng. lowest prices 111 town! Two for
$~. l·our for $7. Ncar UJI<M. Come to 123 Welle1lcy
<if:., ( nrncr'iihcr, or •:all265·1323.
tfn
Ill

miJWRMA'N.

~~~

tfu

llEGRt:t; IN AC(~OlfN'UJiiG, Business or
honomics7 Peace Corps needs you for Accounting
and Agrkultutali Economics positions. Call 2.11·
2961
ll/12
Wt: GOT IJISTRIBUTORS. l'rCICription eyegl1m
frame~. Greenwich Village (lennon Styles}, gold
umlm. S~4.SO (regular $65.00), Pay tess Opllcians,
1019 Menaul N.E., across from laBelles.
tfn
('ONTA("fS•POUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opti~al company on I .omns just west or W11.1hington.
tfn
('IIK-\1' ('JiiNK'iF. BCl'FET nil you can cat. lunch
SJ4~. Jatl Jnos Chma Inn, ~000 Central SE, 255·
9311Jl/10
GCRI>IUt'•Ol;SI'I<:NSKY
STl!bY
group.
A"cpung ~tudcnl!, :!81·2401.
II 1 12
!lln:•s c;o·r Ol'R \Ole! Dldr:t Franco for ASCNM
scnJ!tlfL
II ,9
IJI,\...,K Hit" SAl "iT Jude.
II ·JS
KU (\', II"' n: .A ~upct hlftltlla~! Than~ for
C<("lillfiR
he.
11 '9
i "~I . BOOK!'tTORE SAU; no1~ in progress.
Rc;w.kcdJ.ul~'
\I'll
.o\llOPTlO'II IS AN OJ1tion for untimely pregnancy.
2N• ~R11.
l!f22
'iMART·ALE<' Ml'I,TI·purpose computer.
noallcnge the WaH~ <1f life. Educate yourself. Make
U/10
unhmitetlamountofmoney. 8lJ.J078,
TJtASSi.ATISG- ISTERPRETING.
Ml'I.TIU~(;t:AI. se\ilccs. tegal, medical,te.:hnical,
rcrsonal. 25~ H4~.
lltll
l•t:A('t; CORl'S TRAINS per~ons with a college
degree and at least c1ght houn 10 Biology or
< heml•lf) to "ork in l't,hcrie,. Allditional in·

.,,

2. Lost & Found
!,OSJ: WIITNAllEit GOLD watch. Reward, call
r herein 345·6362.
11112
lOST UOBt:RMAN. IIEWARD. Black female, 7
ycars.l.o!tOctobtr. 255·1511 or2S5·7696.
I 1/12
l.OST BOOK BAG, white and brown, contains
Spanish text, dictionary, English text, notebooks,
tape recorder. Notebook's notes badly needed. Please
return to Campus Police or 131 Marron Hall. 11/12
J.OST: RED Bt:ADED key chain at )ohnson Field.
l'lease return. 842-8673.
IIIII
LOST: GOLD CIIARM neeklace. Sentimental value!
Turn In to Campus Police. Reward offered.
11/10
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Services
SfOP SMOKING WITIIOlTf climbing the walls,
Stan Monday, be !I nonsmoker Friday. Money back
guarantee, The last Match. 266-7066.
11118
PIANO: DEGREED, EXPERIENCED, patlent. 266·
6212.
11/10
BABYSITTING FULLTIME FOR Infant.
Mom/ R.N. Central-Eubank. 294-3390.
11/12
T1t'PJNG- CALL Arn:R five, Monday-Friday.
Anytime weekends. Notary Public. 883·8776. 11112
CiUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
26S·331S.
tfn
T1t'PIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
11/30
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY: Word processing,
typing. Fast, teliable, reasonable tates. Call VIckie
nnytimc.821-4812.
11115
T1t'PING. DIANNE88l•J542.
11122
24 uoun TYPIN<l mvi(c near UNM. Call 247·
3Sl9.
12113
VER\' BFllT TYPING: term papers, manuscriptS,
research, also tutoring. Reasonable, 296-1794. 11112
TYPERIGIIT- PROFESSIO~AL
TYPING
sm ice.16~·S203.
IIIII
l4110UR T\'PING, Jean 881..0028.
11/22
QUALIT1t' TYPISG. LOMAS.Tramway area. 8S
ccnwpagc.299·1355.
12113
Al'CURATE, PROFF..SSIONAL T1t'PING and other
secretarial services. ('all THH OTHER OFFICE: 884·
12113
6564.
GUITAR LESSONS. AU. styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitchcll268·0496.
tl/11
PROFESSIONAL TYI'IST, WORD processor. 242·
3472 after S p.m.
11130
A•l T1t'PIST TEitM Papers, Resumes 299·8970.
11/30
FULl. SERVICE TYPING, correcting Selectric. In
by9a.m., out by 5 J).m.268..0057.
11/12
T1t'PING. M•:DICAL/SCIEN11FIC terminology.
Papers, lab report!, ere. Aftet6 p.m. 821-4378, ll/19
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CITY
2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A large Soft Drink

$1.65
"'"" coupon todey
127 Harvard SE
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HARRY'S PLACE
Welcome to

MILL:ER TIME
Bottle of MILLl:R*
& a slice of

SAUSAGE PIZZA

$1.60
•or soft drink of your choice
(must be 21 for beer}

RF..AD THIS AD -Typist will type term papers of
all kinds. Quality work at a low price. Ca1182l·6916.
11/30
JU;ASONABLE/PROFESSJONAT,
TYPING.
Expertise includes business overflow typing,
manuscripts, term papers, dissertations, thesis. IBM
Selectridll. 299·6256 or 299·2676.
II/IS

4. Housing

5. ForSale
SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center. Free tuner
(599.50 value) with all Ibanez guitars. IS 'lo off all
Ovallon gultnrs. 143 Harvard SI!.
ll/12
ffiM CORRECTING SELECfRIC II, brand new in
box, 5890. 292·6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings),
11/23
T1t'PEWRITER FOR SALE, Smith-Corona 2200
ponable electric. Less than one year old, just cleaned,
excellent condition, 5220. Phone 266-7873 8•5, Ask
for Jeaneue.
J 119
EPOKE 215 CM Cross Country skis, bindings, boots,
poles. Phone 836·3254 after six.
11/9
23" IO.SPEEDSISO. 268·3092.
ll/9
CEN11JRION CLIC tO.speed on sale at the Harvard
Bike House. 137 Harvard SE. 255-8808.
11/10
KENWOOD AM/FM receiver 6600, 60 Wl\tt•
s/channel, $175 or best orter. Aftcr4 p.m. 822·8318.
IIIlO
ATARJ SET, EXTRAS, adult use only. 1975 Honda
car, one owner, 1980 ChevY Malibu wagon, extras.
RCA 23" color television combination. Call 296!953.
11111
1980 VOLKSWAGEN PICKUP, custom shell, AC,
extr11.1. 242-7931.
11112
X·C SKIS: 2 1Jr. wood w/silveretla bindings. 205 em,
used once, S60. 190 em mouhtnineerihg, used 5x, 565.
296-4969.
11/12
IIPJ4C, EXCELLENT CONDITION. $75. 266·
3685.
11/12
BICYCLE SALE: PUCIIS and Bertinson sale. Prices
trom Sl29. R.C. Hallett's, 300 Yale St;, across (rom
Circlei\.268·5697,
ll/12

I•·

~

Bartending
Four Week Course $350

I.A.B.
' 243·9358

:

TR_
E CATS_
M.£01U

SeCONDHAND CJ.OrHES
NEW u 1/SED

For ~~. FAMILY

24 Hours

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COlJRt ( OH AOI>IT!ONAl
NO CIIAii<.f OR Olll.IGATI0'-1
fOR INITIAt tONSUtlATION
Wt..,h•titll.m~ Rkfg./l.tl·lMl!

WOOL PANTS, GENUINII M!lltnry issue- $12.99
and up, Kaufmans, a real Army·Navy store. S04 Yale
1119
SE. 265·7777.
TRADE IN YOUR old gear for new gear at
Mountains and Rivers. Bring us your used sleeping
bags, backpacks, tents, xc skils for trade in credit.
(We can only consider clean, high qualitY gear, and
sorry, no footwear,) Mountains nnd Rivers, 2320
Central SE. 268·4876.
11115
BALLOONS BALLOONS, GIVE; that. someone
special n "big lift." Balloon Bouquets for all OC·
caslons- Birthday, Anniversary, Get Well, New
Baby, or "just because I love you." City· wide
delivery, many costumes. 298·5411.
11/22
BE FASIIIONABLE, WEAR Hospl(al Gr~ens! $6
each or $10/set. Hurry, only a few left. Leave name
11/12
and numbernt821·5436.
WANTED: TICKETS f'OR 1983 NCAA Bas~etball
finals. Call Jim Clark after 5:30p.m. 293·7598. 1 t/12

PART·TIME JOB afternoons and e~enings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
pleRSe. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
SS16 Menaul NE.
ll/23
OVERSEAS
JOBS- SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia, All fields, $50Q.
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC,
Box 52-NMl, Corona Del Mar, CA 9262S.
11124
WAI.GREENS AT 11020 Montgomery NE is now
seeldng pnrt·time cashier-clerk. Related experience
needed. Apply in person.
11/9
NEEDEU: MATURE, FEMALE college student to
make phone calls and perform light office duties.
Flexible evening hours, Approximately 4·6 hours
weekly. Call 292-0511 -Robert, leave message if
not in.
11/12
DO YOU HAVE your afternoons and weekends
open? Immediate opening for sales help. Sales ex·
perience and dependability are necessary. Apply
between II a.m. and 4 p.m., Mon through Friday at
the Stained Gillis Co. of New Mexico, 6301 Menaul
11112
NE.
ENVELOPE ADDRESSOR AND stuffer. Apply
only if handwriting is excellent. Temporary em·
ployment. Five minutes from UNM. 265·7777. ll/9
I NEED 30 ambitious people to manage and sell
health products. Will train fully. Earn SI0·$20 per
hour, Call255·9866.
11115
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS: THE Marine Corps
Officer Selection Team will be on campus this week to
administer the Aviation Selection Test. Call766-2816
if interested. 20/20 eyesight is required.
11/15

9. Las N oticias
CLUB? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticilll.
lfn
THE ASSOCIATION OF AccoUnting Students
endorses Jose Campos for Senator. Get out and vote
Wednesday!.
11110

7. Travel

FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one rerson, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, SI2S security deposit. Fully
furnished·securlty locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6;00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
THr:: CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room nnd laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
ROOMMATE WANTF.I> DEC. I. Two bdrm.
apartment. San Mateo and Zuni, Sl25 plus V. utU.
271·5535, 268-9488.
11/9
INTEREST RATF..S MAY fall even more. Are you
Interested in buying a home or Investment? Call
Susan Beard, the UNM area specialist, 256·3814, or
at Walker· Hinkle Realty268-4S51.
IIIII
FOR RENT: ONE bdrm apartment, one block from
UNM, Sl80/mo.l47·2S02.
11111
STUDIO APARTMENT, NEW, separate, quier,
S200 month plus deposit. Also, bedroom main house,
waterbed. Share groceries, kitchen privileges, Sl25.
Twenty minute walk to campus, Call266-S411. 11/12
IIOUSE FOR SALE, Low down payment, 10.5"ft
assumable mortgage, near UNM, beautiful neigh·
borhood. 266-6166.
11112
FREE RENT TO female roommate In exchange for
cleaning and cooking. Share cost food and utilities,
Small children ok. No intimacy Implied. Prefer non·
smoker. Phonel43·6024 after 5 p.m.
I 1/10
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8. Miscellaneous

6. Employment

Da the Trick

Iii~K<i

round trip, must book by No\'. 17. Call 277·2336
11/16
Student Tmvcl Center.
TRUCK TO CAU.'ORNIA. JosiJ268-9584, Return
after Thanksgiving.
11115
ADVEIITISE YOUit TIUP, Adventure, or Ride
tfn
Needs in the Daily Lobo,

c;;overed
~agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

I'I.Y TO Nt:w Y,ork for Christmlll vacation. S3S8

Vote for me

Michael

GRIEGO
ASUNM Senate

Position 3

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Vegetables
5 -lavista
10 Ice mass
14 Roguish
15 Perfume
16 Diva's
medium
17 N.Mex.
Indian
18 Dogmatism
20 Charger
22 "-you
ready?"
23 Precipitous
24 Rightful
26 Thickness
unit
27 Footballer
30 Rhythm
34 Rubber
35 Heckled
36 Aged
37 Containers
38 Circular
40 Tobacco
41 Graek letter
42Team
43 Complete
45 Akin
47 Showed
disdain
48Wicked
49 Enjoyment

50 Pierce
53 Total
54 Tree
58 PST less
2 hours:
2words
61 Learning
62 Fjower
63 Wears:
2words
64Bad
65 Speechless
66 Vendor
67 Turn down
DOWN
1 Soothes
2 "E" of
"QED"
3 Pimply
problem
4 Barefoot
5 Chance
6 "Take the -"
7 Commence
8 - Erlander
9 Water body
10 Combat
11 Great Lake
12 Ascent
13 Brolly
19 Drama
speech

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

21 Small change
25 Toted
26 Inflames
27 Lifting tool
28 Angry
29 Inborn
30 Not pro
31 - game:
Pitching feat
32 Irish county
33 Sharpened
35 Regret
39 Unusual
40 Ambled
42 Desolate

44 - bene
46 Humiliated
47 Call forth
49 Form
50 F.D.R.'s
parent
51 Tilling tool
52 Comfort
53 Doe's mate
55 Bird
56 Emerald Isle
57 Count (on)
59 "I told
you sol"
60 Within: Prefix

